Cognitive flexibility allows animals to readily acquire new information even when learning contingencies may rapidly change, as is the case in highly variable, but predictable, environments. While cognitive flexibility is broadly thought to be beneficial, animals exhibit inter-and intraspecific variation, with higher levels of flexibility associated with reduced memory retention and vice versa. In this review, we discuss when and why such variation may exist and focus specifically on memory and memory flexibility. We argue that retained memories may negatively affect the acquisition of new information, most likely via proactive interference, and available data suggest that there may be a trade-off between memory retention and acquiring new memories. We discuss neurogenesis-mediated forgetting as the mechanism reducing memory interference, as new neurons enhance learning new information but also cause forgetting of older memories. Selection may be expected to favour either end of the continuum between memory retention and memory flexibility depending on life history and environment. More stable environments may favour memory retention over flexibility whereas rapidly changing environments may favour flexibility over retention. Higher memory capacity also seems to be associated with higher memory interference, so higher neurogenesis rates associated with forgetting of unnecessary information may be favoured when higher capacity is beneficial such as in food-caching species. More research is necessary to understand whether inter-and intraspecific differences in the association between memory retention and flexibility are related to some general ecological patterns, whether this association is heritable, and whether developmental conditions and experience have different effects on this association in different species. © 2018 The Association for the Study of Animal Behaviour. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Animals are able to modify their behaviour due in part to their ability to learn new information associated with relevant contingencies in their environment. However, relevant contingencies often change and animals must be able to switch their behavioural responses to fit new contingencies and this is usually referred to as cognitive flexibility. Behavioural or cognitive flexibility has been defined by psychologists as the ability to reverse contingencies while learning new information (Badre & Wagner, 2006) . More flexible animals can readily learn continuously changing contingencies. Traditionally, within a laboratory context, an animal is thought to be cognitively flexible if it can successfully learn new information while either keeping or forgetting older information. To test cognitive flexibility, the 'reversal learning task' is often used. This task uses an experimental paradigm where contingencies of previously learnt associations are changed or reversed (Anderson & Neely, 1996; Strang & Sherry, 2014) . For example, in a colour association reversal learning task, an animal may be presented with two different colour handles, and is first trained that pressing the blue handle will result in reinforcement, while pressing the green handle results in no reinforcement. After the animal has reached a set performance criterion, the relationship is reversed, such that pressing the green handle now results in reinforcement and pressing the blue handle results in no reinforcement. An animal that scores highly on a cognitive flexibility task is one that takes fewer trials to extinguish the previously reinforced behaviour and only responds to the new contingency. Similarly, in a spatial reversal learning task, changing the location associated with reward also allows testing for cognitive flexibility. In this case, a flexible individual is expected to learn the new locations and stop 
